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ABSTRACT: The α-Fe2O3(110̅ 2) surface (also known as the
hematite r-cut or (012) surface) was studied using low-energy
electron diﬀraction (LEED), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), noncontact atomic force
microscopy (nc-AFM), and ab initio density functional theory
(DFT)+U calculations. Two surface structures are stable under
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions; a stoichiometric (1 × 1)
surface can be prepared by annealing at 450 °C in ≈10−6 mbar
O2, and a reduced (2 × 1) reconstruction is formed by UHV
annealing at 540 °C. The (1 × 1) surface is close to an ideal
bulk termination, and the undercoordinated surface Fe atoms
reduce the surface bandgap by ≈0.2 eV with respect to the
bulk. The work function is measured to be 5.7 ± 0.2 eV, and the VBM is located 1.5 ± 0.1 eV below EF. The images obtained
from the (2 × 1) reconstruction cannot be reconciled with previously proposed models, and a new “alternating trench” structure
is proposed based on an ordered removal of lattice oxygen atoms. DFT+U calculations show that this surface is favored in
reducing conditions and that 4-fold-coordinated Fe2+ cations at the surface introduce gap states approximately 1 eV below EF.
The work function on the (2 × 1) termination is 5.4 ± 0.2 eV.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study of iron oxides is motivated by their abundance in the
Earth’s crust, their importance in geochemistry and corrosion
processes, and their wide range of applications including
catalysis, biomedicine, and spintronics.1 The most stable iron
oxide under atmospheric conditions is hematite (α-Fe2O3).
This material is a promising candidate for photoelectrochemical
(PEC) water splitting because it is stable in water, is nontoxic,
and has a bandgap of 1.9−2.2 eV.2,3 In principle, α-Fe2O3 can
achieve a maximum solar-to-hydrogen eﬃciency of 15%,4 which
is suﬃcient for application, but the practical eﬃciency is
hindered by a low absorption coeﬃcient,5 short minority carrier
lifetime,6 low conductivity,7,8 and sluggish reaction kinetics.9,10
Several strategies have been developed to improve the
performance of α-Fe2O3 photoanodes, including oxygen
vacancy engineering,11 doping,12,13 and the addition of
cocatalysts,14 and a large foundation of prior work on hematite
surfaces exists. However, many aspects of α-Fe2O3 surface
structures remain poorly understood at the atomic scale, which
limits the understanding of their impact on surface (photo)chemistry.
One approach to understanding α-Fe2O3 surface chemistry is
to study well-deﬁned model systems in a highly controlled
environment, thereby reducing complex phenomena to a
tractable level. In the so-called surface science method,
© 2017 American Chemical Society

adsorption and surface chemistry are studied molecule by
molecule on low-index single-crystal surfaces, allowing an
understanding of the basic interactions to be built up. An
accurate and precise knowledge of the atomic-scale surface
structure is a prerequisite, and there remain many important
metal oxides where this basic knowledge does not exist. To
date, most surface-science studies of α-Fe2O3 have utilized thinﬁlm samples grown epitaxially on a metal substrate. This
approach usually results in growth of the (0001) facet because
an FeO(111) ultrathin ﬁlm forms at the interface when Fe is
deposited in an oxygen background, and this templates further
growth with the basal plane parallel to the surface.1,15,16
Unfortunately, it has proven extremely diﬃcult to prepare and
measure a stoichiometric α-Fe2O3(0001) surface under UHV
conditions,16 and the termination is still debated,1 as are those
of several reduced phases that have also been reported.16−23
The nonpolar α-Fe2O3(11̅02) surface (see Figure 1) has
attracted considerably less attention, despite the fact that it is
prevalent on nanohematite,1,24 and it is reported that a (1 × 1)
surface can be easily prepared by annealing a single-crystal
sample in ≈10−6 mbar O2.17,25−29 A reduced (2 × 1)
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Figure 1. α-Fe2O3(11̅02) surface. (a) Schematic showing the orientation of the (11̅02) plane within the hexagonal unit cell (red) of α-Fe2O3, which
has the corundum structure. The α-Fe2O3 unit cell has dimensions a = 5.04 Å and c = 13.77 Å. The oxygen basal plane lies within the (0001), or ccut, plane. (b) Side view of the α-Fe2O3 structure looking along the [11̅01̅] direction. Note there is no net dipole moment in the repeat unit
perpendicular to the surface (black rectangle), and thus α-Fe2O3(11̅02) is a nonpolar surface. The antiferromagnetic ordering is indicated by black
arrows (component perpendicular to the surface, only). The direction perpendicular to the surface is labeled (11̅02) in round brackets because there
is no integer−index vector corresponding to that direction for the (11̅02) plane. (c) Perspective view of a bulk truncation at the (11̅02) plane, with
oxygen atoms exposed. The surface is characterized by zigzag rows of oxygen and iron atoms and has a unit mesh (black rectangle) measuring 5.04 ×
5.44 Å2.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
2.1. Experimental Details. Three independent UHV
systems were used to study single-crystal α-Fe2O3(11̅02)
samples. The STM data were collected in a setup consisting
of a preparation chamber (base pressure <10−10 mbar) and an
analysis chamber (base pressure <7 × 10−11 mbar) using an
Omicron μ-STM operated in constant current mode. The
LEED, XPS, and UPS data were acquired in a vacuum system
(base pressure <5 × 10−11 mbar) using a SPECS Phoibos 150
energy analyzer, a SPECS FOCUS 500 monochromatized X-ray
source (Al Kα anode), a SPECS UVS10/35 source with both
He I and He II discharge, and a commercial LEED setup. Full
details of this vacuum system are described in ref 34. Finally,
nc-AFM data were taken in a two-vessel UHV setup
(preparation chamber <10−10 mbar, analysis chamber <10−11
mbar) based on a commercial Omicron LT-STM equipped
with a commercial Omicron q-Plus LT head and tuning-forkbased AFM sensors (k = 1900 N/m, f 0 = 30500 Hz, Q ≈
20 000). Electrochemically etched W tips were glued to the
tuning fork and cleaned in situ by self-sputtering in 10−4 Pa
Ar,35 followed by treatment on a Cu(100) crystal. While
imaging the hematite surface, the tip termination was most
likely modiﬁed by touching the oxide surface. All the nc-AFM
data presented here were taken in the constant-height mode,
where the tuning-fork resonance frequency shift is recorded as
the primary signal. All nc-AFM and STM images presented in
this work were corrected for distortion and creep of the piezo
scanner, as described in ref 36.
Experiments were conducted on four natural single-crystal αFe2O3(11̅02) samples with consistent results. Two samples
were obtained from SurfaceNet GmbH and two from Surface
Preparation Laboratories, all with a nominal miscut precision of
±0.1°. After initial cleaning cycles, consisting of 10 min of
sputtering with 1 keV Ar+ ions and 20 min of annealing in UHV

termination is formed upon annealing in UHV, and it is
possible to cycle reproducibly backward and forward between
the two terminations. To date, adsorption studies have
primarily focused on water, and both terminations of αFe2O3(11̅02) have been shown to be active for dissociative
adsorption.26
The clean α-Fe2O3(11̅02) (1 × 1) surface is thought to be
stoichiometric and bulk-terminated (as depicted in Figure
1(c)), and a few computational papers have studied its
properties. 30−32 Concerning the (2 × 1) termination,
Gautier-Soyer et al.25 proposed that the reconstruction extends
about 25−30 Å into the bulk based on LEED and Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES) measurements, but this model was
challenged by Henderson and co-workers,26−29 who suggested
the reconstruction is restricted to the surface layer. Two
possible structures were proposed in which every second
oxygen row is either completely29 or partially26 missing. The
latter model was supported by a molecular mechanics study.33
To date, there are no scanning probe measurements or DFT
studies that might support or refute the proposed models.
The present work examines the geometric and electronic
structure of the α-Fe2O3(11̅02) (1 × 1) and (2 × 1)
terminations using a combination of LEED, XPS, UPS, STM,
nc-AFM, and ab initio DFT+U calculations. The results support
the stoichiometric, bulk-terminated model for the αFe2O3(11̅02)-(1 × 1) surface and show that the bandgap is
slightly reduced at the surface. The images of the (2 × 1)
termination are in poor agreement with previously proposed
models, and a new model based on ordered oxygen vacancies is
proposed. The existence of relatively simple, stable surface unit
cells together with the possibility to reproducibly cycle back
and forth makes α-Fe2O3(11̅02) an ideal model system to study
the reactivity of hematite surfaces.
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surface models were sampled by a 8 × 7 × 1 k-mesh for the
bulk terminated model. Atomic-sphere radii of 1.86 and 1.50
bohr were chosen for Fe and O, respectively. All surface models
were relaxed until all residual forces were below 1 mRy/bohr.
STM simulations were done in constant-height mode by using
the Tersoﬀ−Hamann approximation, using a slab with
additional vacuum.49 The electron density in the interval
between EF and the limit imposed by the sample bias is
determined, and the simulated STM images are then obtained
by plotting this partial electron density in a plane above the
surface at a deﬁned height (3−5 Å).
Ab initio thermodynamics was used to determine the relative
stability of the (1 × 1) and (2 × 1) reconstructions. The surface
phase diagram was computed with the SCAN (nonempirical
strongly constrained and appropriately normed) meta GGA50
due to its more accurate results for energies. Scheﬄer and
Reuter51 deﬁne the surface free energy γ of a semi-inﬁnite slab
with two equivalent surfaces, which are in contact with a gasphase reservoir, at temperature T and pressure p as

(T = 540 °C), all contaminants detectable by XPS were
successfully removed from the samples. Potassium contamination was observed after high-temperature O2 annealing of
one sample, resulting in a (2 × 3) superstructure. Presumably,
oxidation caused segregation of K from the bulk of the natural
sample. Data from the contaminated crystal are not shown
here, although results for the (2 × 1) surface were identical to
those of the noncontaminated crystals. At room temperature,
all samples initially exhibited charging in LEED below electron
energies of about 90 eV. STM measurements were not
attempted until the conductivity had increased to a level
where no charging was observed in LEED above 20 eV electron
energy. This was achieved by 60−100 cycles of sputtering for
10 min with 1 keV Ar+ ions and annealing in UHV (20 min, T
= 540 °C). During this preparation process, the samples were
also annealed in oxygen (20 min, pO2 = 1 × 10−6 mbar, T = 450
°C) every 5−10 cycles to prevent the surface from being overly
reduced, which is a common issue when working with the
(0001) surface of hematite.37 The increase in conductivity is
most likely linked to the reduction of the sample. Fe interstitials
are thought to be the most likely bulk defect in such
conditions,38 and these donate electrons into the lattice,
resulting in small-polaron-type conductivity.39
The (1 × 1) surface was prepared by directly oxidizing the (2
× 1) surface, or from a freshly sputtered crystal, by annealing in
oxygen (pO2 = 1 × 10−6 mbar, 20 min at 450 °C). The (2 × 1)
surface could be prepared by annealing (20 min at 540 °C)
either a freshly sputtered or a (1 × 1) surface in UHV. A mixed
surface was prepared by annealing the (1 × 1) surface in UHV
for shorter times or at lower temperatures.
2.2. Density Functional Theory Calculations. Spinpolarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
performed by using the full-potential augmented plane wave +
local orbital method as implemented in the WIEN2k code.40
The PBEsol exchange-correlation functional41 was employed
together with a Hubbard U (Ueff = 4 eV)42 to treat the highly
correlated Fe 3d electrons.43 This functional was used because
it yields bulk lattice constants a = 5.03 Å and c = 13.74 Å, which
agree well with experiment,44 and these parameters were
subsequently used for the slab setup. All calculations were spin
polarized due to the antiferromagnetism of hematite. In bulk
hematite, spin-up and spin-down iron atoms are antiferromagnetically ordered along [0001] and ferromagnetically coupled in
each (0001) layer. In the (11̅02) planes, this results in
alternating spins along the [112̅0] direction, as indicated by
black arrows in Figure 1(b). Note that the spin directions are
only qualitatively correct as shown. At low temperatures, the
spins are oriented antiferromagnetically, but a magnetic
transition occurs at the Morin temperature, TM = 260 K,
after which spin canting results in weak ferromagnetism.45−48
Both (11̅02) hematite surfaces, (1 × 1) and (2 × 1), were
modeled by fully relaxed slabs without inversion symmetry and
a vacuum of 19 Å. These slabs contain ﬁve Fe2O3 units as
depicted in Figure 1(b), with ﬁve atomic layers (three oxygen
and two iron layers) within every unit (labeled 1−5 in Figure
1). The slabs consist of an upper and a lower surface, which are
symmetry-equivalent. The (2 × 1) reconstructions were built
from a (2 × 1) supercell of the bulk-terminated surface,
removing oxygen or adding iron depending on the model. The
models consist of 50 atoms for the bulk-terminated surface and
94−102 atoms for the (2 × 1) reconstructions, respectively.
A plane-wave cutoﬀ of Rkmax = 7.0, where R is the smallest
atomic sphere radius, was used, and the Brillouin zones of the

γ(T , p , Ni) =

1
(Gslab(T , p , Ni) − ΣiNiμi (T , p))
2A

Here Gslab is the Gibbs free energy; Ni and μi are the number
and chemical potentials of the respective atom species; and A
represents the surface area. The chemical potentials of Fe and
O are linked by the Gibbs free energy of bulk hematite. Hence,
the surface free energy can be obtained as a function of the
oxygen chemical potential only, which may vary within a
reasonable range. This range is constrained by an upper limit,
where oxygen would condense on the sample, and a lower limit,
where the bulk material would start to turn into magnetite
(Fe3O4). Because the total energies for small molecules such as
O2 or H2O are not accurately described by semilocal DFT, we
use the experimental value for the Gibbs free energy of
formation (as was described by Scheﬄer and Reuter51)
bulk
bulk
ΔGfexp(T , p) = g Fe
(T , p) − 2gFe
( T , p) −
O
2 3

3
g ( T , p)
2 O2

with ΔGexp
f (T,p) as the experimental value of the Gibbs free
energy of formation and gx(T,p) as the Gibbs free energy per
formula unit. This approach allows us to express the Gibbs free
energy of formation of O2 with results from calculations of bulk
materials only, which are more accurate than total-energy
calculations for the O2 molecule.
The Gibbs free energies may be replaced by the total
energies computed by DFT+U calculations, disregarding
temperature-induced entropic contributions. This approximation allows us to construct a surface phase diagram by using the
total energies of the slab, the bulk material, and the molecular
species. Based on basic thermodynamics and tabulated
experimental data, the range of the chemical potential may be
converted into a temperature or pressure scale.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Low-Energy Electron Diﬀraction. LEED patterns
obtained from the clean (1 × 1) and (2 × 1) surfaces are shown
in Figure 2. The data were acquired using a 50 eV electron
beam energy and are consistent with previous publications.17,25,26 Note that a stoichiometric (1 × 1) surface, as
shown in Figure 1(c), contains a glide plane along the [110̅ 1]̅
direction. This should result in every other diﬀraction spot
missing along the main [11̅01̅] axis. We observe these spots to
be missing at most energies but weakly present at some
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water from the residual gas.26 Panels (a) and (b) were acquired
at normal emission, whereas panels (c) and (d) were acquired
at 75° grazing emission and are thus more surface sensitive. In
the absence of a C 1s peak, all energies were referenced to the
Fermi edge of the tantalum sample plate. Since the samples
were conductive enough for STM, peak shifts due to charging
can be ruled out. The position of the O 1s peak of the (2 × 1)
terminated surface is consistent across all the data and in
agreement with previous measurements of α-Fe2O31,52 and iron
oxides in general.53 The same is true for the characteristic shape
of the Fe 2p3/2 peak, consisting of several features between 709
and 715 eV due to multiplet splitting.52 The peaks of the (1 ×
1) terminated surface are shifted to lower binding energies by a
varying degree in the range of VBB = 0.3−0.5 eV, depending on
sample history and preparation. We attribute this to upward
band bending, which occurs because the Fermi level is closer to
the conduction band minimum in the reduced, heavily n-type
bulk than it is in the more stoichiometric (1 × 1) surface
region. Save for this shift of the entire spectrum, the position of
the Fe 2p1/2 and the Fe 2p3/2 peaks for the (1 × 1) surface is
consistent with Fe3+-containing compounds and prior measurements of α-Fe2O3,1,52 as is the pronounced shakeup satellite
peak located around 719 eV. The Fe 2p3/2 peak from the (2 ×
1) surface exhibits a shoulder at ≈708.5 eV, which is more
pronounced at 75° grazing emission,1,53 as illustrated in the
insets to Figure 3(a,c). This suggests that Fe2+ cations are
located at or near the surface in the (2 × 1) termination. In
keeping with this, the Fe3+ satellite peak at 719 eV is less
pronounced for the (2 × 1) surface, most likely because it
overlaps with a Fe2+ shakeup satellite peak at ≈715 eV.1,52 In
general, the XPS data from the (2 × 1) surface resemble those
obtained from magnetite (Fe3O4), which contains both Fe2+
and Fe3+. Comparing the Fe 2p and O 1s peak areas in grazing
emission, we ﬁnd an increase of ≈11.5% in the Fe:O ratio when
going from the (1 × 1) to the (2 × 1) surface. This agrees well
with the results of a SESSA54,55 simulation, which predicts an
increase of 9.6% for a surface with two oxygen vacancies per (2
× 1) unit cell in the outermost layer. The reduced nature of the
(2 × 1) surface is in agreement with previously published
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) data of Henderson.27
UPS spectra of the (1 × 1) and the (2 × 1) surfaces of αFe2O3(11̅02) are shown in Figure 4. The (1 × 1) surface clearly
exhibits a band gap, with no photoemission below 1.5 ± 0.1 eV

Figure 2. LEED patterns obtained from the clean (1 × 1) (a) and
(2 × 1) (b) surfaces of α-Fe2O3(11̅02) with an electron beam energy
of 50 eV.

energies for both the (1 × 1) and the (2 × 1) surface. This
discrepancy could arise because the electron beam is slightly oﬀ
normal incidence in our experimental setup.
3.2. Photoemission Spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows XPS
spectra in the Fe 2p and the O 1s regions acquired from the
(1 × 1) and (2 × 1) terminations of α-Fe2O3(11̅02).
Measurements were taken at 150 °C to prevent adsorption of

Figure 3. XPS spectra (monochromatized Al Kα) measured at 150 °C
of the Fe 2p (a,c) and the O 1s (b,d) peaks for the (1 × 1) and (2 × 1)
terminated α-Fe2O3(11̅02) surface acquired at normal (a,b) and 75°
grazing emission (c,d). The insets show direct comparisons of the lowbinding-energy shoulder on the Fe 2p3/2 peak, aligned to remove the
shift determined in (b) and (d) for clarity. The reduction in intensity
of the Fe3+ shakeup satellite peak (blue arrows) coupled to the
emergence of a low-binding-energy shoulder on the Fe 2p3/2 peak (red
arrows) shows that Fe2+ cations are present on the (2 × 1) surface but
not on the (1 × 1) surface.52,53

Figure 4. UPS spectra (Helium II line) of (1 × 1) and (2 × 1)
terminated surfaces of α-Fe2O3(11̅02), measured at 150 °C. The (2 ×
1) surface exhibits states at low binding energies not present on the (1
× 1) surface.
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Figure 5. Schematic of the experimentally and computationally determined energy levels for the (1 × 1)- and the (2 × 1)-terminated α-Fe2O3(11̅02)
surface. The computational values are discussed in section 3.5. It should be noted that this ﬁgure does not take into account eﬀects such as band
bending and that the experimentally measured O-p edge is that of near-surface oxygen, which might be diﬀerent in energy from the bulk.

binding energy. The data are consistent with prior UPS
measurements of an α-Fe2O3 single crystal56 and thin-ﬁlm
samples.53 Interestingly, ref 56 contains both regular photoemission and inverse photoemission spectroscopy data, from
which the authors estimate a total bandgap of ≈2.6 eV. On the
(2 × 1) surface, the bulk states appear to be shifted to higher
binding energies, with the major valence band contributions
appearing at 1.7 ± 0.1 eV binding energy. A small peak is
observed closer to the Fermi level, contributing photoemission
down to binding energies as low as 0.6 ± 0.1 eV. The data
strongly resemble that obtained from Fe3O4 samples,53,57 where
the small peak just below EF is attributed to Fe2+-like cations.
The work function was measured with XPS as 5.7 ± 0.2 eV
for the (1 × 1) terminated surface and as 5.4 ± 0.2 eV for the
(2 × 1) reconstruction. The work function is determined as the
diﬀerence between beam energy and high binding energy cutoﬀ
(with respect to the Fermi edge of the Ta sample mount). The
diﬀerence is consistent with the energy shift of the (1 × 1)
electronic states observed in both XPS and UPS. Figure 5
shows the interrelation of the energies discussed in this section.
3.3. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy. STM images of
the α-Fe2O3(11̅02)-(1 × 1) surface are shown in Figure 6. The
images were acquired on the same sample area with (a)
negative and (b) positive sample bias and thus represent ﬁlled
and empty states, respectively. Both images are characterized by
zigzag lines of bright protrusions running in the [11̅01̅]
direction, which are displaced by ≈5.0 Å in the [1120̅ ]
direction. This appearance is consistent with the bulk-truncated
structure shown in Figure 1(c), with one sublattice selectively
imaged bright. Using point defects as markers (green and
orange circles), we infer that the species imaged as bright zigzag
lines diﬀers between the ﬁlled and empty state images. STM
simulations (inset), based on our theoretical calculations (see
section 3.5), suggest that the oxygen sublattice is imaged in
ﬁlled states, whereas the empty state images reveal the surface
iron sublattice. The nature of the defects is presently unknown,
but some are most likely adsorbates from the residual gas. One
possibility is water, which is known to stick on the (1 × 1)
surface at room temperature.26

Figure 6. STM images of the α-Fe2O3(11̅02)-(1 × 1) surface imaging:
(a) ﬁlled states (10 × 10 nm2, Usample = −3 V, Itunnel = 0.1 nA) and (b)
empty states (10 × 10 nm2, Usample = +3 V, Itunnel = 0.1 nA). Both
images were acquired on the same sample area and exhibit zigzag rows
of bright protrusions running in the [11̅01̅] direction. The relative
positions of the defects marked in the green and orange circles suggest
that a diﬀerent sublattice is imaged for each bias polarity. STM
simulations (inset), based on the DFT+U calculations described in
sections 2.2 and 3.5, are in line with this conclusion. Larger-area STM
images of both the (1 × 1) and the (2 × 1) surface are shown in
Figure S1.

Figure 7 shows STM images of the α-Fe2O3(11̅02)-(2 × 1)
surface acquired with positive and negative sample bias on the
same sample area. Both imaging conditions show paired zigzag
rows of bright protrusions running in the [110̅ 1]̅ direction. The
paired rows have a repeat distance in the [112̅0] direction of
10.1 Å separated by a dark depression, consistent with the (2 ×
1) periodicity observed in LEED. High-resolution images
(Figure 7(c,e)) of the surface show that the (2 × 1) unit cell
contains a protrusion close to the center. A comparison of the
point defects in the ﬁlled and empty state images (green circles
in Figure 7) suggests that the same surface species are imaged
in each case. Over the course of many experiments, it was
observed that the appearance of the (2 × 1) surface varies
somewhat with the tip condition. Although a similar lattice of
protrusions is always observed, the apparent depth of the dark
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states) continues in the (2 × 1) phase with a row of
comparatively large, round protrusions. This suggests that the
protrusions of the (2 × 1) structure are close to the positions of
the O sublattice in the unreconstructed surface.
Given that a (2 × 1) surface can have two possible registries
to the underlying bulk, one would also expect to observe
antiphase domain boundaries (APDBs) in the (2 × 1)
structure. Such APDBs were rarely observed over the course
of the STM measurements. The rarity of such features, together
with the size of uniform (2 × 1) domains such as the one
shown in the inset to Figure 8, is consistent with the prediction
by Henderson et al. that growth of existing (2 × 1) domains
happens on a short time scale compared to the emergence of
new nucleation points.27
3.4. Noncontact Atomic Force Microscopy. The ncAFM technique provides complementary information to the
STM data. Whereas STM reveals electronic structure, nc-AFM
is more sensitive to the atom positions and their chemical
nature.58
In the (1 × 1) case, the images recorded at large tip−sample
distance (Figure 9(a)) resemble the contrast obtained in STM
images, with zigzag rows of bright and dark features along the
[11̅01̅] direction. In this regime, the AFM contrast is
dominated by electrostatic forces,59 and thus the images are
sensitive to the distribution of charge at the surface. The
reduced surface (Figure 9(b)) exhibits a clear (2 × 1)
periodicity with bright, elongated protrusions that rotate by
90° between neighboring rows. The protrusions are too large to
correspond to individual surface ions.
With a smaller tip−sample separation (Figure 9(c,d,e)), the
image contrast becomes dominated by short-range interactions.
This short-range tip−surface interaction on oxide surfaces is a
mixture of ionic and covalent interactions58,60−62 and may be
further inﬂuenced by eﬀects such as Pauli repulsion63 or tip
bending.64 Therefore, depending on the tip termination and its
reactivity with the surface, the information on surface ion
positions can be present both in a strong attractive signal and in
a highly localized repulsion. On the (2 × 1) reconstruction, we
typically observed strong, localized attractive forces as in Figure
9(d). We attribute this to chemical bonding toward the iron
sublattice. On the (1 × 1) termination, we observed only weak
attractive bonding and repulsion (Figure 9(c)).
In the short-range interaction regime, zigzag rows of bright
and dark features are clearly visible on the (1 × 1) surface
(Figure 9(c)). Interestingly, the reduced surface (Figure 9(d))
looks very similar, and the (2 × 1) periodicity is not obvious at
ﬁrst glance. On closer inspection, it is present in a slight
diﬀerence in the interaction measured above every second row
of dark features and, more evidently, in a periodic lateral
displacement of the dark features along the [11̅01̅] direction
(green arrow and cyan box in Figure 9(d)).
Figure 9(e) shows an image of the (2 × 1) surface obtained
with a diﬀerent tip, which exhibits the same underlying
structure but with inverted contrast. Similar contrast reversal
has been observed in pioneering works on TiO260−62,65 and
later on other oxides66 and attributed to tips with opposite
polarity. Tips terminated with an anion feel attractive bonding
with surface cations, while the interaction with the oxygen
sublattice is repulsive and much weaker. Positively terminated
tips provide the opposite situation.
Assuming that the contrast shown in Figure 9(d)
corresponds to a negatively charged tip, the dark rows in
Figures 9(b) and (d) can be interpreted as zigzag chains of Fe

Figure 7. STM images of the α-Fe2O3(11̅02)-(2 × 1) surface in (a)
ﬁlled states (20 × 20 nm2, Usample = −2.5 V, Itunnel = 0.1 nA) and (b)
empty states (20 × 20 nm2, Usample = +2.5 V, Itunnel = 0.1 nA), recorded
over the same sample area. The bright protrusions form zigzag lines,
with a pronounced gap between each zigzag. The common position of
the defects (marked in green) in the images suggests that the same
sublattice is imaged in both ﬁlled and empty states. High-resolution
images of the (2 × 1) surface are shown in (c) Usample = −1 V, Itunnel =
0.1 nA and (e) Usample = +2 V, Itunnel = 0.1 nA. The (2 × 1) unit mesh
is marked by a yellow rectangle. Note that the unit cell contains a
protrusion slightly oﬀ center of the rectangle. STM simulations based
on the “alternating trench” model are shown in (d) for ﬁlled states and
(f) for empty states.

depression between the rows varies, and in some conditions it
is not resolved.
Additional information about the (1 × 1) to (2 × 1)
transition can be obtained by studying STM images of a mixedphase surface. The surface in Figure 8 was formed by UHV
annealing of the (1 × 1) surface at 500 °C for 15 min. A large
domain of the (2 × 1) structure shown in Figure 7(a) is
embedded within the (1 × 1) structure, with a dark depression
at the boundary. As demonstrated by the green lines in Figure
8, we see that each zigzag row of the (1 × 1) surface (ﬁlled

Figure 8. STM image (12.5 × 12.5 nm2, Usample = −2 V, Itunnel = 0.1
nA) of a phase boundary between the (1 × 1) and (2 × 1) surface
terminations. The green lines demonstrate that the zigzag rows of
surface oxygen atoms imaged in the (1 × 1) phase are continued by a
row of larger protrusions in the (2 × 1) termination. The (2 × 1)
reconstruction domain has formed on a (1 × 1) terrace, as can be seen
in the inset (50 × 50 nm2, Usample = −2.5 V, Itunnel = 0.1 nA). The red
box in the inset marks the position of the main image.
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Figure 10. Surface energies calculated by DFT+U for several surface
terminations as a function of oxygen chemical potential μO (bottom x
axis) and as a function of oxygen pressure at a temperature of 1000 K
(top x axis).51 The surfaces calculated to be most stable in
experimentally accessible UHV conditions are drawn as bold lines.
These correspond to the surface structures shown in Figure 11. The
surfaces found to be unfavorable, drawn with dashed lines, are shown
in Figure S2.

reconstruction26,29 (see Introduction) were relaxed and then
tested, as were several new trial structures based on either
oxygen vacancies or subsurface Fe interstitials. The plot shows
the surface free energy for each structure as a function of the
oxygen chemical potential. Clearly, a stoichiometric surface
with an essentially bulk-truncated structure (shown in Figure
11(a,b)) is most stable under ambient conditions (horizontal
black line). This structure remains the most energetically
favorable surface down to an O2 chemical potential of −2.3 eV,
which corresponds to an O2 pressure of ≈5 × 10−10 mbar at
1000 K, i.e., well into the UHV regime. Structurally, the
stoichiometric (1 × 1) termination diﬀers slightly from a bulktruncated surface; the outermost ﬁve layers relax slightly by
+0.06, −0.21, +0.05, +0.10, and −0.07 Å, respectively, in the
direction perpendicular to the (11̅02) surface, as shown in
Figure 11(a,b). Most of the relaxation is due to layer-2 and
layer-4 Fe atoms. All iron cations appear to remain Fe3+, based
on their magnetic moment (≈4 μB) and their core-level
energies being identical to the bulk atoms. They have bulk-like
6-fold octahedral coordination, apart from layer 2 (top Fe layer,
see Figure 11(b)), where all iron atoms are 5-fold coordinated
(truncated octahedra, missing the topmost oxygen). The top
oxygen atoms are 3-fold coordinated, while all other oxygen
atoms show the bulk-like 4-fold coordination with oxygen
located at the center of distorted iron tetrahedra.
In a narrow window of chemical potentials at more reducing
conditions, a (2 × 1) reconstruction previously suggested by
Henderson et al.26 becomes competitive. This structure (Figure
11(c,d)) contains one oxygen vacancy per (2 × 1) unit cell,
with oxygen atoms removed along a row in the [11̅01̅]
direction. Some Fe atoms in layer 2 have a 4-fold coordination
and are reduced to an Fe2+-like charge state, and the oxygen
zigzag rows in layer 3 tilt out of the (110̅ 2) plane due to the
asymmetric relaxation. This structure does not show the lateral
Fe displacement observed in AFM and is only favorable over a
very small range of chemical potentials around μO = −2.35 eV.

Figure 9. Constant-height noncontact AFM data acquired on (a) the
α-Fe2O3(11̅02)-(1 × 1) surface (8 × 8 nm2, T = 78 K, A = 150 pm)
and (b) the α-Fe2O3(11̅02)-(2 × 1) surface (8 × 8 nm2, T = 5 K, A =
500 pm). Panels (c) and (d) show detailed images of the same surfaces
acquired at smaller tip−sample distances ((c) 2 × 2 nm2, T = 78 K, A
= 100 pm, (d) 2 × 2 nm2, T = 5 K, A = 55 pm). Panel (e) shows the
(2 × 1) surface measured with a diﬀerent tip providing inverted
contrast (2 × 2 nm2, T = 78 K, A = 250 pm). The (1 × 1) and (2 × 1)
unit cells are indicated by yellow boxes. A periodic lateral displacement
of neighboring rows along the [11̅01̅] direction is observed in (d), (e),
as indicated by the green arrow and the cyan box. Panels (f), (g) show
both contrasts obtained on the (2 × 1) surface overlaid with the
proposed “alternating trench” model. The positions of the measured
dark (f) and bright (e) features correspond to the cation positions in
the model.

cations running in the [11̅01̅] direction. The same pattern is
observed as a weak repulsion signal in Figure 9(e), and thus the
tip was likely positively terminated here. Figure 9(f) and (g)
shows both contrasts overlaid by the top two atomic layers of
the proposed “alternating trench” model for the (2 × 1)
reconstruction. The positions of the dark features in Figure 9(f)
and the bright features in Figure 9(g) correspond to the cation
positions of the “alternating trench” model, particularly the
characteristic lateral displacement of cations along the [11̅01̅]
direction.
3.5. Density Functional Theory Calculations. In Figure
10 we show the results of atomistic thermodynamics
calculations for a variety of diﬀerent possible α-Fe2O3(11̅02)
surface structures. Previous models for the (2 × 1)
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charges of the subsurface atoms (from layer 3 down) in the
“narrow” trenches are essentially the same as the (1 × 1)
surface. By contrast, in the “wide” trenches, the removal of
layer-1 oxygen atoms results in 5-fold-coordinated iron in layer
4. Nevertheless, all layer 4 atoms remain Fe3+, based on their
magnetic moments.
As shown in Figure 11(e,f), the outermost ﬁve layers relax
perpendicular to the (11̅02) surface by +0.14, −0.25, +0.23,
−0.07, and +0.02 Å in the wide trenches and +0.11, −0.14,
+0.00, +0.13, and −0.09 Å in the narrow trenches. Due to Fe2+
ions in layer 2, the attraction of layer-1 oxygen atoms is less
strong. Hence, we ﬁnd stronger relaxations of layer-1 oxygen
atoms in comparison to the bulk-terminated surface (with Fe3+
surface atoms). Crucially, the layer-2 iron cations in the wide
trenches also relax slightly in the [11̅01̅] direction (compare the
Fe in the corner of the (2 × 1) unit cell to that in the center in
Figure 11(e)), in qualitative agreement with the lateral shift
observed in nc-AFM (green arrows in Figure 9(d,e) and Figure
11(e)). It is also notable that the layer-3 oxygen zigzag rows are
narrowed in the wide trench, and these atoms relax toward
layer 2 by 0.02 Å. The Supporting Information contains
structure ﬁles for the (1 × 1) and alternating trench (2 × 1)
models in CIF ﬁle format.
The remaining models considered in Figure 10, shown in
Figure S2, proved to be energetically unfavorable. While most
of the models considered here are based on ordered oxygen
vacancies, it is also possible to construct a reduced surface
reconstruction based on a (2 × 1) arrangement of subsurface
iron interstitials, which is how the (√2 × √2)R45°
reconstruction on Fe3O4(001) is formed,67 and would therefore
also seem plausible for hematite. However, no model created in
this way yields satisfactory surface energies in the calculations
presented here.
The densities of states for the (1 × 1) bulk-terminated
surface and for the energetically favorable alternating-trench
(2 × 1) reconstruction are shown in Figure 12. The bulk-like
partial DOS of O and Fe shows the expected behavior: With
the GGA+U method, the occupied Fe-d (spin-up) states are
shifted down in energy below the O-p states, but nevertheless,
there is a signiﬁcant overlap between Fe and O states. On the
other hand, the unoccupied (spin-down) DOS of Fe is shifted
up in energy, forming a gap of about 2 eV between the valence
band (which is dominated by O-p character) and the
conduction band. For the (1 × 1) surface, the surface oxygen
states of layer 1 are shifted upward in energy with respect to
bulk or layer-3 oxygens, reducing the overlap with the Fe-d
band and dominating in an energy range of about 2 eV below
the valence band maximum. This shift can also be seen in the
calculated O 1s core level shifts of about 0.6 eV to lower
binding energies with respect to the bulk states. Note that we
ﬁnd identical surface O 1s core level shifts for both surfaces, in
keeping with the idea that the experimentally observed shift
originates from band bending. On the other hand, the surface
iron states are shifted to lower energies compared to the bulk in
both the valence and the conduction band. This results in a
slightly reduced band gap compared to bulk α-Fe2O3.30
On the (2 × 1) reconstructed surface, two new, sharp spindown Fe d-bands are observed within the original band gap.
They originate solely from the outermost layer of iron and are
consistent with the reduction of the Fe charge states from 3+ to
2+ at the surface. The calculations show the new in-gap states
to be ﬁlled, in agreement with the additional peak seen in UPS
at low binding energy (Figure 4). The states at lower energy

Figure 11. Minimum-energy conﬁgurations for the three stable surface
terminations shown in perspective (a,c,e) and side views (b,d,f), as
determined by density functional theory calculations. (a,b) The (1 ×
1) surface exhibits only minor relaxations from a bulk-terminated
surface. Two possible models for the (2 × 1) surface are shown: (c,d)
a single-oxygen vacancy (2 × 1) reconstruction model previously
suggested by Henderson et al.26 and (e,f) a new (2 × 1) reconstruction
model based on two oxygen vacancies per unit cell. The latter is
termed the alternating trench model, based on the alternating distance
of the remaining top-layer oxygen rows. The respective unit cells are
drawn in black, oxygen atoms as red, and iron atoms as golden. The
layer labeling convention shown in (b) is used for all models
throughout this paper. Iron cations predicted to have a nominal charge
state of Fe2+ are colored in blue in (d) and (f). A periodic lateral
displacement along [11̅01̅] in the iron sublattice of the “alternating
trench” model is indicated by the green arrow and the cyan box in (e).

At more reducing conditions, a new structure based on two
oxygen vacancies per (2 × 1) unit cell is favorable. This
“alternating trench” structure (Figure 11(e,f)) is based on the
aforementioned vacancy model, but now two rows of oxygen
atoms (the ﬁrst and the fourth atom of the (2 × 1) bulk unit
cell) are removed in the [11̅01̅] direction. This creates
alternating wide and narrow trenches, based on the distance
of the remaining top-layer oxygen rows. This is the most
favorable surface over a broad range of oxygen chemical
potentials (i.e., between −2.4 and −2.8 eV). These μO values
are low but still experimentally accessible. A fourth model with
three oxygen vacancies per (2 × 1) unit cell becomes
energetically favorable at oxygen chemical potentials below
−2.8 eV; however, this one was not considered further because
magnetite (Fe3O4) becomes the stable bulk phase at this μO,
and a more extensive reduction is to be expected.24
In the “alternating trench” (2 × 1) model, all surface Fe
atoms (layer 2) are 4-fold coordinated and located at the edges
of strongly distorted oxygen tetrahedra. The calculated
magnetic moments (3.5 μB for Fe2+ and 4 μB for Fe3+ atoms)
as well as the partial DOS (Figure 12) suggest that all these
atoms have a charge state of Fe2+. This is further supported by a
calculated 1 eV Fe 2p core level shift toward lower binding
energy of these surface Fe atoms with respect to surface Fe
atoms at the (1 × 1) surface, which corresponds well with the
experimental XPS data (Figure 3). The coordination and
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Figure 12. Calculated density of states (DOS) for the bulk-terminated surface (a,b) and the alternating-trench (2 × 1) reconstruction (c,d). The
highest occupied state is marked by a vertical black line, and its energy is set to zero. Layers are numbered by the convention introduced in Figure
11(b), with suﬃxes in (c) and (d) to distinguish atoms in wide (“w”) and narrow (“n”) trench positions, as deﬁned in Figure 11(f). The partial DOS
of the uppermost layers is represented by solid curves, while the DOS of the layers below (labeled “bulk”) is shaded gray. As mentioned above,
hematite orders antiferromagnetically along the [0001] direction, which means that in each separate (110̅ 2) layer the iron spins alternate along the
[11̅01̅] direction, with zero net magnetization in each layer. Therefore, two atoms exist in each (11̅02) plane with equivalent but inverse majority/
minority spin ordering. Only one of these is shown.

correspond to “narrow” trench Fe and have mainly dz2 character
with smaller dxy and dyz contributions, while the states at about
0.4 eV higher energy correspond to “wide” trench Fe and have
mainly dyz character with minor dz2 contributions, in both cases
with minor contributions of subsurface (layer 3) oxygen states.
The layer-4 iron cations exhibit a density of states similar to
iron in the (1 × 1) surface, again slightly lowering the
conduction band edge. “Narrow” trench layer-4 Fe states are
comparable to layer-4 states of the bulk-terminated model. As
mentioned above, these Fe cations are octahedrally coordinated
in both the bulk-terminated model and the “narrow” trench of
the proposed (2 × 1) reconstruction. Their relaxation
perpendicular to the (11̅02) surface is also comparable. In
contrast, the “wide”-trench layer-4 Fe states are found to be
comparable to layer-2 Fe states in the bulk-terminated model.
Again, these Fe cations are 5-fold coordinated in both cases.
At the top of the O-p band, a couple of fairly sharp peaks are
observed for the reconstructed surface, originating from layer-1
and layer-3 oxygen atoms hybridized with Fe layer-2 states.
They exhibit interesting spin splitting and characteristics
corresponding to wide and narrow trenches.
The calculated diﬀerences between the vacuum potential and
the energy of the highest occupied state are 5.9 and 4.4 eV for
the (1 × 1) and (2 × 1) surfaces, respectively, which cannot be
directly related to the measured work functions. However, this
corresponds to a diﬀerence between the O-p edge and the
vacuum level of 5.9 eV for the (1 × 1) termination and of 5.6
eV for the (2 × 1) reconstruction, respectively, as illustrated in
Figure 5. For both terminations, this would imply a lower work
function than is observed in experiment. It should however be
noted that eﬀects such as band bending are not accounted for

here but are observed experimentally (Figure 3) and computationally. In any case, these ﬁndings are consistent with
previously reported errors of DFT-PBE in predicting ionization
potentials of semiconductors,68 as well as the inability of DFT
calculations to include image-charge potential eﬀects. Nevertheless, the general trend of a slightly lowered work function on
the (2 × 1) reconstruction compared to the (1 × 1)
termination is the same in theory and experiment.
To further compare the experimental and theoretical
ﬁndings, STM simulations were calculated for both surface
terminations. The simulations are shown as insets in Figure 6
and in Figure 7(d,f), respectively. On the stoichiometric
surface, a zigzag pattern, consisting of bright and dark rows,
is found in both positive and negative bias. For negative bias
(occupied states), narrow protrusions alternate with dark and
thick zigzag lines. Since the partial DOS below the Fermi level
is dominated by oxygen surface states, the bright features are
mainly caused by layer-1 oxygen atoms. In contrast, wide
protrusions separated by thin, dark lines are found in the case
of positive bias (ﬁlled states). The bright features are oﬀset in
the [1120̅ ] direction with respect to the protrusions in negative
bias, and the partial DOS is dominated by Fe surface states in
the corresponding region; however, the position of the features
does not correspond directly to layer-2 Fe surface atoms.
Instead, they are shifted slightly into the trench, due to a
hybridized Fe-d orbital, which is tilted with respect to the c-axis.
For the (2 × 1) reconstruction, the STM simulations are
more complex. In case of negative bias (ﬁlled states), we ﬁnd
two oval features per unit cell located above the Fe−O−Fe
trimers, linked by the glide-plane symmetry of the surface. It is
not possible to diﬀerentiate between Fe and O surface states
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trenches relax diﬀerently due to their diﬀering coordination
environment. The tip interacts much more strongly with the (2
× 1) surface, consistent with the idea that this surface contains
reactive Fe2+ cations. On the other hand, it is diﬃcult to know if
the bright contrast observed in Figure 9(d) indicates the
positions of surface oxygen atoms or simply the gap between
the Fe cations with the least attraction. The strong attraction
and poorly localized areas of least attraction suggest the latter
scenario.
In general, it seems somewhat counterintuitive that the
reduced (2 × 1) reconstruction should be based on oxygen
vacancies, given that previous theoretical works have shown
that the formation energy of an Fe interstitial is lower than that
of an oxygen vacancy in bulk hematite.38 Indeed, iron oxides
generally tend to deal with stoichiometric variation by varying
the cation lattice, with the close-packed oxygen sublattice
remaining intact,38,70 and we have recently shown that the (√2
× √2)R45° reconstruction on Fe3O4(001) is based on a
subsurface array of Fe vacancies and interstitials.67 Nevertheless, several (2 × 1) models based on subsurface Fe atoms in
octahedral interstitial sites were tested and found to be
extremely unstable compared to models based on surface
oxygen vacancies.
One of the most convincing factors in favor of the
alternating-trench model presented here is that the atomistic
thermodynamics calculations predict it to be the most stable
surface at an O2 partial pressure below ≈5 × 10−10 mbar at
1000K. Moreover, the predicted transition to the alternating
trench model occurs at an oxygen chemical potential of −2.4
eV, which corresponds well with the preparation conditions
used to create the (2 × 1) surface in the experiments.
Interestingly, the surface phase diagram shown in Figure 10
predicts stability of a third phase with only one oxygen vacancy
per (2 × 1) unit cell in a narrow range around −2.35 eV oxygen
chemical potential. Since the calculated stability region is so
small, and substantial error bars exist in DFT calculations, it is
diﬃcult to conclude if this additional phase is, in fact, realized.
A relaxed model of this termination is nevertheless shown in
Figure 11(c,d). It is not possible to discount the presence of
this phase at the (1 × 1)-to-(2 × 1) phase boundaries (Figure
8) since no structure is imaged there. However, since
nucleation of the alternating-trench phase appears to be
diﬃcult, probably reducing conditions are needed for its
formation. It is therefore possible that the one-vacancy phase,
even if it should be stable in theory, is never observed due to
slow transformation kinetics in its stability range.
Determination of a reliable structural model is the necessary
ﬁrst step toward atomic-scale studies of adsorption, surface
chemistry, and (photo)electrochemistry on α-Fe2O3 surfaces.
The bulk-truncated nature of the α-Fe2O3(11̅02)-(1 × 1)
surface is ideal because it is simple and can easily be prepared in
UHV. It will be interesting to see if the UHV-prepared surface
is stable in an aqueous environment and how it compares to
previous studies of α-Fe2O3 in water. With diﬀerent types of
preparation, such as chemical etching, hydroxylated surface
models with missing cations are also reported to be stable in
these conditions.32,71−73
The structure proposed for the (2 × 1) model is consistent
with all data presented here but certainly requires conﬁrmation
by a quantitative structural technique such as surface X-ray
diﬀraction. The possibility to cycle reproducibly between the
oxidized and reduced surfaces is ideal to study the impact of
Fe2+ cations on surface reactivity. In closing, we note that a (2

based on the partial DOS since there are both oxygen and iron
states below the Fermi level. The maximum intensity of the
oval spots is located near the layer-2 Fe atoms in the wide
trench but slightly oﬀset in the [11̅01̅] direction. With positive
bias (empty states), droplet-shaped features are observed, with
the same glide-plane symmetry as in negative bias. The iron
partial DOS suggests that the bright centers are mainly due to
layer-2 Fe atoms in the narrow trench (sharp layer-2 states at
2.6 eV, drawn black in Figure 12(d)), with smaller
contributions from other atoms, which is supported by
comparison with the top view of the unit cell.

4. DISCUSSION
Our results conﬁrm that the α-Fe2O3(11̅02)-(1 × 1) surface is a
stoichiometric bulk termination. Such a termination is stable,
based on its Tasker type 2 or “non-polar” classiﬁcation.69
Structurally, the (1 × 1) surface diﬀers little from that of an
ideal bulk truncation, with only minor relaxations in the layer
spacing near the surface. Interestingly, the 3-fold-coordinated
surface oxygen atoms exhibit a signiﬁcantly higher density of
states at the top of the valence band compared to bulk oxygen,
which is why these atoms are imaged bright in ﬁlled-state STM
images (Figure 6(a)). The bottom of the conduction band is
dominated by states from the 5-fold-coordinated surface Fe
atoms, and these atoms therefore dominate the empty-states
images (Figure 6(b)). A slight shift to lower energy of the Ferelated states narrows the surface bandgap by ≈0.2 eV
compared to the bulk. Both the XPS and UPS data suggest
that all Fe in the surface is Fe3+, which agrees well with the
calculated magnetic moments.
The shift to lower binding energies consistently observed in
XPS and UPS for the (1 × 1) surface can be explained by the
sample preparation. First, the sample is rendered conductive by
repeatedly sputtering with Ar+ ions and annealing in UHV. This
reducing treatment makes the sample bulk an n-type semiconductor. To form the (1 × 1) termination, the surface is
reoxidized, eﬀectively removing the near-surface donors (likely
Fe interstitials), resulting in upward band bending. This eﬀect
could be useful for photoelectrochemical water splitting since
the local ﬁeld will separate photoinduced electrons and holes
and drive holes toward the surface.
The XPS data obtained from the (2 × 1) surface clearly show
that the reconstruction involves the reduction of surface iron
cations to Fe2+, in line with previous studies.27 In contrast to
the (1 × 1) surface, the atomic-scale structure is not
immediately apparent from the STM images (Figure 7), but
the position of the relatively large protrusions corresponds well
to the outermost oxygen atoms of the “alternating trench”
model. STM simulations based on this model resemble the
experimental data, but the shape of the protrusions diﬀers
slightly because the simulations include a contribution from the
underlying Fe atoms. Based on the STM simulations, the
features on the (2 × 1) surface are expected to line up with
rows of oxygen in the (1 × 1) termination, which is in good
agreement with the arrangement we ﬁnd in Figure 8.
Further evidence in favor of the alternating trench model
comes from the nc-AFM images. The images acquired at small
tip−sample distances are qualitatively similar for the (1 × 1)
and (2 × 1) surfaces (Figure 9), suggesting that the surface Fe
sublattice remains intact in the reconstruction. Moreover, the
small lateral displacement in the registry of neighboring zigzag
rows along [11̅01̅] is a feature of the “alternating trench”
model, arising because the Fe atoms in the wide and narrow
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× 1) reconstruction has also been observed on the r-cut surface
of α-Al2O3, which also has the corundum structure.74,75 It is
possible that a similar alternating trench structure might be
present there.
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■

CONCLUSIONS
The α-Fe2O3(11̅02) surface was successfully imaged with both
STM and nc-AFM and studied with LEED, XPS, UPS, and
DFT+U calculations. The results support a stoichiometric bulktermination model for the (1 × 1) surface, but no previously
suggested reconstruction explains the STM images acquired on
the (2 × 1) terminated surface. A new model for the (2 × 1)
reconstruction is proposed in which two oxygen atoms are
removed per (2 × 1) unit cell. The proposed model is in good
agreement with all existing experimental data and is predicted
by DFT+U to be energetically favorable at low oxygen chemical
potential.
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